Autism Friendly Games at Curriculum Resources and
Information Service
The games below can be reserved through Aberdeen City Libraries online catalogue by
adding the title in the Quick Search box and selecting Place Reservation at the bottom
of the record.

Colour tactile dominoes
These dominoes can be used to
compare colours, shapes and textures
as well as helping with memory and
matching logic. Also great for
developing language and fine motor
skills.

Diffraction tube roller shaker
The shaker encourages grip and hand
flexibility and can be rolled or shaken to
create sound. Moving the shaker
provides visual stimulation as light is
reflected and diffracted.

Funky footprints game
Great for getting children on the move.
The Funky Footprints mat counts,
makes sounds and cheers as children
walk along the footprints.

Hoberman large sphere
This expanding/ contracting ball
combines mathematics, geometry and
aesthetics in a fun and simple way.

Hoberman small sphere
This expanding/ contracting ball
combines mathematics, geometry and
aesthetics in a fun and simple way.

Jumbo beads
Supporting colour and shape matching,
the beads can also be threaded to
develop fine motor skills.

Mini rainmaker
Create the sound of rain by turning the
rainmaker back and fore and watch the
colourful beads as they spill down
through the discs.

Rainmaker
Create the sound of rain by turning the
rainmaker back and fore.

Snoezelen sensory squares
Bright and colourful, these squares can
be used for shape recognition,
contrasting textures/ weights and
sounds.
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Sounds kit
An assortment of musical instruments to
introduce children to rhythm and music.

Tricky tree; get a grip on
balance
This construction game helps children
with the concept of balance and also
improves fine motor control.
Take it in turns to add the small pegs to
the branches of the tree without the tree
becoming lopsided and falling over.
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